Welcome to Vermont
Background

In 2009, about 620,000 people lived in Vermont. But not all of the people who lived in our state were
born here. Many people who moved to Vermont in recent years have come from other parts of the United
States. But the number of immigrants from other countries has been growing. Between 2000 and 2009,
73% percent of Vermont’s population growth was due to the arrival of ethnic or racial minorities. In 2010, the
Burlington School District included students from 27 foreign countries who spoke 47 different languages.
New immigrants come to Vermont
for a variety of reasons. Some,
such as Mexican laborers who
work on Vermont dairy farms,
come in search of economic
opportunity. Others have come
as refugees from politically
oppressive governments such as
the former Soviet Union. Wars in
nations such as Bosnia, Sudan,
and Somalia have pushed refugees
out, and some have found new
homes in Vermont.

Note to Teachers: You may wish to point out to students that some people in the film have accents that
may make them somewhat difficult to understand. For that reason, they should listen with special care. You
may also wish to have students talk about the challenges of acquiring a new language, and how even after
proficiency is acquired, accents often linger. If you wish, you can ask students to let you know if there is a
part they cannot understand, so you can play it again.
Before Viewing

• What does it mean to be an immigrant?
• Why might immigrants choose to come to Vermont?
• What challenges might new immigrants to Vermont face?

Vocabulary

immigrant: a person who moves into one country from another country
refugee: a person who moves to a new place because of war, natural disaster, or unfair treatment
in his or her home country

After Viewing

• What challenges did the immigrants in the movie face?
• For these immigrants, what are the benefits of living in Vermont?
• Why do immigrants hold on to their cultural traditions?

Grades 4-5

When immigrants come to
Vermont, they bring more than
their families and their physical
An extended Bantu family who immigrated to the Burlington area from
possessions. They also bring a
war-torn Somalia around 2004.
cultural heritage that includes
customs, clothing, food, music, art,
and religion. Immigrant life can be a challenge, as new arrivals work to adjust to cultural and climatic differences. They may even face prejudice. To help make this adjustment, immigrants often make connections with
other people from their home countries. Vermonters, both volunteers and representatives of governments,
schools, and other organizations, work hard to make these new immigrants feel at home. One of the most
critical resources for many refugees in our states is the Vermont Refugee Resettlement Program. Located
in Colchester, Vermont, it provides a broad range of support, including interpretation, translation, and job
search services to refugee immigrants.
About This Segment
Welcome to Vermont, by Essex, Vermont filmmaker Mira Niagolova, tells the stories of a number of
new immigrants to our state. They share the stories of how and why they came to Vermont, the challenges
they have faced since their arrival, the rewards of their new lives, and how their ways of life have both
changed and remained the same.
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Prepare a Community or Neighborhood Welcome Guide A new immigrant to your community would
face a lot of challenges. You can make life easier for a new immigrant and his or her family by preparing
a community welcome guide. Before making your guide, think about the things a new resident of your
community might need to know, such as where to buy food and other necessities and who they might need
to contact in case of an illness or other emergency. Don’t forget to include information about your school
and other community resources such as the library and recreation areas. You might also include a map of
your community and a timeline of its history. Be sure to choose a format for your guide that you think will
work best for new immigrants.
Vermont History and Social Sciences Grade Expectations

Initiate an inquiry (3-4:1; 5-6:1); Develop a hypothesis (3-4:2; 5-6:2); Design research (3-4:3; 5-6:3); Conduct research
(3-4:4; 5-6:4); Develop reasonable supporting explanations (3-4:5; 5-6:5); Interpret geography/solve geographic problems
(3-4:11; 7-8:11)

Highlight an Immigrant Culture What foreign countries are represented by the residents of your community?
Choose one of these nations, then do some research to find out more about it. Create a poster, slide show,
or other presentation that shares some facts and general information about the country. Include a map and
cultural information such as the languages spoken in the country, as well as political and economic information, such as they country’s type of government and its major industries. You might also include some
recent news headlines from the country as a part of your presentation.
Vermont History and Social Sciences Grade Expectations

Initiate an inquiry (3-4:1; 5-6:1); Design research (3-4:3; 5-6:3); Conduct research (3-4:4; 5-6:4); Develop reasonable
supporting explanations (3-4:5; 5-6:5); Communicate findings (3-4:7; 5-6:7); Interpret geography/solve geographic
problems (3-4:11; 7-8:11); Understand how cultures change (3-4:13; 5-6:13)
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Interview a New Vermont Resident Find someone who has moved to Vermont from another state or

country. Invite them to your classroom for a video interview. To prepare for the interview, write some good
questions. You’ll want to find out why the person came to Vermont, what they expected before they got
here, how things in Vermont are different from what they expected, what challenges they have faced, what
has helped them adjust to living here, and what they like about living here. Be sure to start the interview
by asking your guest to tell you some things they would like you to know about where they are from. After
you have recorded your video, edit it into a short film and share it with your classmates.

Vermont History and Social Sciences Grade Expectations

Initiate an inquiry (3-4:1; 5-6:1); Design research (3-4:3; 5-6:3); Conduct research (3-4:4; 5-6:4); Develop reasonable supporting
explanations (3-4:5; 5-6:5); Communicate findings (3-4:7; 5-6:7); Understand how cultures change (3-4:13; 5-6:13)

Diary of an Immigrant Pretend you are a new immigrant coming to live in Vermont from another country in
the present day. Write diary entries about your journey from your home country and your new life in Vermont.
Write about what you’ll miss about your home country, what your hopes and fears are about your life in
Vermont, and what challenges you face on your arrival. Be sure to cover the similarities and differences between your two homes. When you have written your diary entries share them with your classmates in
a classroom reading.

Grades 9-12
The Price of War People from Bosnia, Sudan, Somalia, and other areas have come to Vermont because
brutal wars have torn their countries apart. Do research to find out about the conflicts in one of these
war-torn nations. Then create a podcast, informational essay, Web site, or other response that shares this
information with your classmates. Include information about how the conflict started, its impact on people,
its current status, and how people are working to repair the damage of war. Also include information on
refugees from that country – how they got out, where they went, and how many people were affected.
Vermont History and Social Sciences Grade Expectations

Initiate an inquiry (9-10:1; 11-12:1); Design research (9-10:3; 11-12:3); Conduct research (9-10:4; 11-12:4); Communicate
findings (9-10:7; 11-12:7); Connect past with present (9-10:8; 11-12:8); Understand how humans interpret history (9-10:9;
11-12:9); Understand how cultures change
(9-10:13; 11-12:13); Understand various
forms of government (9-10: 15; 11-12:15);
Understand issues of human interdependence (9-10: 16; 11-12:16); Understand
how access affects justice, reward, and
power (9-10:17; 11-12:17)

Vermont History and Social Sciences Grade Expectations

The Changing Face of America

Initiate an inquiry (3-4:1; 5-6:1); Design research (3-4:3; 5-6:3); Conduct research (3-4:4; 5-6:4); Develop reasonable
supporting explanations (3-4:5; 5-6:5); Make connections to research (3-4:6; 5-6:6); Communicate findings (3-4:7; 5-6:7);
Understand how cultures change (3-4:13; 5-6:13)

Grades 6-8
A Cultural Survey How many different nations, languages, and cultures are represented in your school?
Gather information by sending letters and response forms with questions home with students. In the letter,
explain the purpose of your project and invite them to participate. On the response form, include questions
about where people were born, when they or their ancestors came to Vermont, and where they came from.
You might also ask people to comment on how their culture has influenced life in Vermont. Present your
findings in the format of your choice. Consider using charts or graphs to represent some of your data.
Vermont History and Social Sciences Grade Expectations

Initiate an inquiry (5-6:1; 7-8:1); Design research (5-6:3; 7-8:3); Conduct research (5-6:4; 7-8:4); Develop reasonable
supporting explanations (5-6:5; 7-8:5); Communicate findings (5-6:7; 7-8:7); Connect past with present (5-6:8; 7-8:8);
Understand how cultures change (5-6:13; 7-8:13)

A Multicultural Celebration Vermont is made up of many cultures. Why not celebrate them by holding a

multicultural celebration at your school? First, do a survey to find some of the cultures represented in your
community or Vermont as a whole. Then invite people from those cultures to help you plan—they can include
classmates, parents, and friends. You can hold your event in the evening, and invite people to come and
share in food, music, dress, and other traditions from Vermont’s multicultural heritage.

Folk dancers Bosnian Lillies, mostly from Burlington, at a performance in
Barre, VT.

If one thing has always been true
in America, it is that the arrival of
new immigrants constantly changes
our culture. Do a survey to find out
trends in immigration over the last
few decades. Include information
about changes in our country’s ethnic
makeup, and how this has influenced
American culture and commerce.
Share your findings in the form of
a report that includes graphs and
images that show the changing face
of America.

Vermont History and Social Sciences Grade Expectations

Initiate an inquiry (9-10:1; 11-12:1); Design research (9-10:3; 11-12:3); Conduct research (9-10:4; 11-12:4); Communicate
findings (9-10:7; 11-12:7); Connect past with present (9-10:8; 11-12:8); Understand how humans interpret history (9-10:9;
11-12:9); Understand how cultures change (9-10:13; 11-12:13); Understand issues of human interdependence (9-10: 16;
11-12:16)

A Multilingual Guide Students who are working to learn English language skills may have difficulty

Initiate an inquiry (5-6:1; 7-8:1); Design research (5-6:3; 7-8:3); Conduct research (5-6:4; 7-8:4); Understand how cultures
change (5-6:13; 7-8:13)

acquiring some basic information about your school. To help these students, create a multilingual guidebook. Start out by creating a guide in English, or use an existing one. Be sure it includes basic information
about your school, such as schedules, bus routes, after school activities, and what to do in case of fire or
medical emergencies. Ask students who are new to the school what was confusing to them at first. Seek out
resources in your community to translate the guide into as many languages as you can. Lay out the final
document using graphic design software and add imagery to make the guide appealing. Make copies of
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Vermont History and Social Sciences Grade Expectations

your guide available to new students who are learning English.
Initiate an inquiry (9-10:1; 11-12:1); Design research (9-10:3; 11-12:3); Conduct research (9-10:4; 11-12:4); Communicate
findings (9-10:7; 11-12:7); Understand how cultures change (9-10:13; 11-12:13); Understand how access affects justice,
reward, and power (9-10:17; 11-12:17)

Career Corner: Caterer
Film crews work hard—and everybody gets hungry. That’s when the caterer comes in. Caterers prepare the
meals that feed everyone on the set—from actors and directors to prop managers and makeup artists. If you
have a flair for food, you might be interested in this job. What’s the best way to get started? Start cooking
on your own! Browse some cookbooks, or ask friends or family members to give you some simple recipes.
And don’t forget, every culture has great recipes that are just waiting to be tried.
Links

Filmmaker Mira Niagolova’s Web site: miraniagolova.com

Vermont Quick Facts from the US Census Bureau: quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/50000.html
Vermont Refugee Resettlement Program:

uscri.refugees.org/site/PageNavigator/Vermont/vermonthome

Change the World Kids
Background

According to historian Alexis de Tocqueville, “In no country in the world has the principle of
association been more successfully used or applied to a greater multitude of objects than in America.” He
viewed volunteerism as one of the most important parts of a democratic society.
All across Vermont, volunteers work
together to make a big difference in local,
national, and international affairs. In 1997,
Vermonter Jody Williams and the organization she worked for, the International
Campaign to Ban Land Mines, won the
Nobel Prize for Peace. Numerous other
organizations in Vermont help to protect
the environment, feed the hungry, and
provide vital services such as transportation and medical care to individuals and
communities. Each year in spring,
volunteers across the state clean up litter
in their communities on Green Up Day.

Founded in Woodstock, Vermont, Change
the World Kids is “an energetic group
of middle and high-school aged youth
Woodstock, Vermont high school students researching endangered
undertaking humanitarian and environmen- bird species in a remote Costa Rican rain forest in April, 2006 during
their “Bosque para Siempre” (“Forever Forest”) project.
tal efforts to make a positive differences
in our local communities and across the
globe.” Now expanded to a number of branches in other communities, Change the World Kids has done
everything from stacking wood and dog walking for elders to raising funds to buy and preserve rain forest
land in Costa Rica.
About This Segment
Change the World Kids, produced by Woodstock, Vermont, filmmaker Anne Macksoud, follows a group of
Change the World Kids volunteers as they work to make their community and the world at large a better
place. As we watch the kids engage in a number of activities, they talk about the reasons they made a
commitment to change, and how they are working to make change happen.
Before Viewing

• What role do volunteers play in your school or community?
• What organizations do these volunteers represent?
• What makes the work of community volunteers so important?
• What does a volunteer organization need to get its job done?
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photo: Change the World Kids
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